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Dear-

Response to your request for official information 

133 Molesworth St 
PO Box 5013 
Wellington 6145 
New Zealand 
T +64 4 496 2000 

I refer to your request of 17 September 2018 under the Official Information Act 1982 
(the Act) for: 

"I understand a report on the flood risk was finalised in late July or August. 
Please may I see a copy?" 

The Buller River Flood Risk Assessment report is released in part and attached. 
Some personal information has been withheld under section 9(2)(a) of the Act to 
protect the privacy of natural persons. 

Following receipt of the report, I can advise that the Ministry of Health's (the 
Ministry's) civil engineers redesigned the Buller Integrated Family Health Centre 
(IFHC) concept design site pavement and building floor levels to the levels 
recommended in the flood risk assessment report. 

The report also identifies some flood risk outside of the confines of the possible 
Buller IFHC sites and as such the Ministry shared this report with the Buller District 
Council and West Coast Regional Council. 

I t rust this information fulfils your request. You have the right, under section 28 of the 
Act, to ask the Ombudsman to review my decision to withhold information under this 
request. 

Yours sincerely 

£~ 
Acting Director 
Critical Projects 





Land River Sea Consulting Limited 

PO Box 27121, Shirley, Christchurch 8640 

Tel : 03 967 0549 Mob:Q1.I19IEJ 

matthew@landriversea.com 

29 MAY, 2018 

Sean Gardiner 

Calibre Consulting 

Level 1, 323 Madras Street 

Christchurch, 8013 

INTRODUCTION 

LANDRIVERSEA 
CONSULTING 

The town of Westport is flanked by two watercourses, the Buller River and the Orowaiti River, which place the 

town at risk due to flooding and also limit the opportunities for evacuation during a significant event. The Buller 

River is reported to have the largest recorded flood flow in New Zealand. The river has a very large catchment 

area of 6,380km2 and an estimated 100 year return period peak flow of 9, 750 m3/s. To put that into context, this 

is more than double that of the Waimakariri River (4255m3/s) which runs north of Christchurch. 

The Orowaiti River has a significantly sma ller direct catchment area, however acts as an overflow channel for the 

Buller River and directs a large volume of water towards the Orowaiti lagoon during a flood event, creating a 

flood hazard for Westport from both sides of the town, particularly if the flooding coincides with high sea levels. 

Due to the close vicinity of residential housing to the Orowaiti Lagoon, flood protection measures are difficult 

and costly to implement and to date have not been put in place. 

Evacuation is also considered t o be problematic during a major event due to the fact that both the Orowaiti and 

Buller River bridges have the potential to be closed, and no reliable flood warning system is currently in place 

which can provide more t han up to two hours warning. 

Th e catchment boundaries for the Buller River and Orowaiti River are shown in Figure 1 below. 



Legend 

c::J Orowaih Stream Catchment 

c::::J BuNer R1Ye1 Catchment 

Figure 1 - Location and catchment boundary of the Buller River and Orowaiti River 

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT SITES 

The Ministry of Health is looking at building an integrat ed Hea lth Centre in the town of Westport and is currently 

investigating two potential sites. These have been labelled as the existing hospital site and the Pakington Street 

site for the purposes of this report. The location of these sites is presented in Figure 2 below. 

Figure 2 - Potential site locations 
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FLOOD HISTORY 

There have been a large number of floods in the Buller River si nce European Settlement. Reports on t he three 

largest recorded floods have been included below and have been taken directly from the document "A 

Chronology of Flooding on t he West Coast, South Island, New Zealand. (Benn, 1990) 

8-9 February 1872 

The highest flood in European times occurred in the Buller River. On the grh the river rose rapidly during the day 

and by nightfall was overflowing its banks. By the next morning the force of the current was deflected by Garden 

Island towards Westport. Stanley Wharf, the National Hotel, a large two storey building and a store were swept 

away. The river commenced to scour the bank at the rear of the protective works at the foot of Gladstone Street, 

and with alarming velocity the narrow strip of roadway and ground that the National Hotel was on, gave way. 

The river changed course and cut a new channel through the north spit, this making it an island. A slaughter 

house, a piggery, a skinyard and tools on the spit were completely washed away ... 

4-5 November 1926 

Westport experienced perhaps its most disastrous flood when the Buller River broke its banks and flooded 

practically the whole town. Hundreds were rendered temporarily homeless, and many lost all their belongings 

when flood waters entered their homes. At the peak of the flood the Buller River was within a metre of the top of 

the combing and at Te Kuha the discharge was estimated at 7645 cumecs from 6060 square kilometres, although 

it is now believed that the discharge must have been much greater as the peak was some feet higher than the 

May 1950 flood the peak flow of which was determined by an accurate slope-area determination. 

The flood water lapped over the top of the caps of the Buller railway bridge at the height of the flood, and an 

enormous white pine 32m long got across Piers 11 and 12, knocking pier 12 22cm downstream. Pier 13 scoured 

out and sank 30 cm in the upstream side. The damage to public services amounted to £50,000. In the Murchison 

area, where 78mm of rain fell in twelve hours, serious damage occurred when the Longford Bridge over the 

Mangles River was washed away, and farmers suffered damage to farms through inundation and flood water. 

At Fern Flat the river rose 12.l m above normal, and the occupants of one home were forced to break a hole in 

the ceiling to escape the flood waters. At their confluence the Tutaki River peaked at 140 cumecs off 65 square 

kilometres. In the Reefton area some bridges were washed away and many roads were damaged. Buller county 

roads suffered damage amounting to £7,320 and the Murchison county damages totaled £11,480 {ibid). 

An on line search has also located several flood photos from the 1926 flood. Figure 3 shows a picture from the 

1926 flood likely well after the peak of the flood and waters have begun to recede. 
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Figure 3 - Photograph of Westport Town centre after the 1926 flood event 

28-31 August 1970 

The Buller River rose to reach the top of the arch at Hawkes Crag but this was about 2. 7m lower than the 1926 

flood. At Berlins the water line was about 2.5 m below the level of the road which was also about 2. 7m lower 

than 1926 (w.C.B. Fife 375). A discharge of 8497 cumecs flowed down the Buller at Te Kuha (W.C.B. data), and 

abuot 140 cumecs flowed down the Orowaiti overflow to the north of Westport. This overflow saved the town 

from serious damage. At Te Kuha the Buller rose llm (W.C.B. File 375). Transport links to Westport were 

limited. The Upper and Lower Buller Gorges were cut by flood waters and slips, as was the Westport-Airport

Cape Fouldwind Road. The most serious problem in the district was the washout of the Waimea Bridge in the 

Karamea area, this isolating Karamea f or some time (ibid). 

Since the publication of the preceding text, the flood peak of the 1970 flood has now been refined to be 7568 

m3/s Figure 4 shows a picture offloading in Westport from the local newspaper. Further photos of this flood 

can be found in the document 'Westport flood mapping study progress report' (Duncan, 2003) 
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Figure 4 - Floodwaters in Westport during the 1970 flood event 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

There are many uncertainties around cl imate change predictions for the Buller Catchment, however it is 

general ly accepted that peak rainfall intensities are likely to increase, and sea level will rise. Potential cl imate 

scenarios outlined by the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) guidel ines estimate sea level rise in the order of 

0.5m to >lm by the end of the century and peak rainfall intensit ies to increase by 16% for their mid-range 

estimat es. Both these phenomena are expected to increase the flood risk to Westport urban area. There are 

further phenomena such as the potential for increased sediment input into the river due to increased erosion 

which are less wel l understood, however may further exacerbate the long-term flood risk for Westport. 

HYDRAU LI C MODEL 

The Hydraulic model of the catchment was built by Land River Sea Consulting and completed in 2015. It is 

essentially an update to t he NIWA modelling, incorporating t he latest hydrology and with some further details 

and corrections made where necessary. The model was also cal ibrated to an approximately 1 in 20 year event 

which occurred in July 2012, providing further confidence in the model results. 

Full detai ls of the hydrau lic model build can be found in the modelling report (Gardner, 2015). 

This model was further updated in 2017 incorporating recommendations made in a peer review as well as 

includ ing the most recent channel survey dat a (Gardner, 2017). 

15 separate scenarios have been simulated in the model which look at a varying combination of input variables, 

including inflow, blockage scenarios and sea level. These variables have been adjusted as fo llows. 
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INFLOW 

50 year and 100 year return period events have been simulated with and without an allowance for climate 

change (taken as 16% increase in peak rainfall). 

BLOCKAGE 

Three different blockage scenarios have been simulated, these are described in this report as 

• No Blockage - This scenario ~imulates the existing scenario with no al lowance for blockage. le. the 

bridges are modelled based on the drawings I survey information provided 

• Medium blockage - This scenario simulates the Buller River waterway being blocked by a further 10% 

and the level of the bridge soffit has been lowered by O.Sm, it also allows for a 5% blockage of the Nine 

Mile Road Bridge (Rail Bridge). 

• Significant Blockage - This scenario simulates a more significant degree of blockage on the Buller River 
and Nine Mile Road Bridges. This scenario simulates the Bull er River waterway being blocked by further 
15% and the level of the bridge soffit has been lowered by 0.75m. It also allows for a 10% blockage of 
the Nine M ile Road Bridge (Rail Bridge). 

SEA LEVEL RISE 

Three different sea level scenarios have been simulated and are based on guidance from coastal scientists at 

NIWA. All of the t idal scenarios assume that the high tide coincide~ with the timing of the flood peak in the 

Buller River, that the high tide level is the Mean High Water Spring and that an allowance for a coincident storm 

surge of 0.4m is included (This is based on a combined probability assessment of storm surge and river flooding 

by NIWA). 

FLOOD LE VE L ESTIMATES 

Representative peak flood levels have been taken from the modelled scenarios for the two sites of interest. In 

order to ensure these levels tie in with local ground survey, levels provided by Calibre Consulting have been used 

as a check of the terrain data which underlies the hydraulic model. An excellent match was found between the 

surveyed levels w ith spot checks made in several locations and found to be within 2 to 3 cm of the ground 

survey. This confirms that water levels from the model tie up closely with the levels on the ground. 

Flood levels for 15 modelled scenarios have been simulated and present ed in Table 1 below. These scenarios 

model various combinations of return period with differing blockage scenarios as well as sea level scenarios. 
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Table 1- Summary of Peak Water Levels at the respective sites 

Run Short description Peak Water Level (m) 

Existing Hospital Site Pakington Street Site 

1 SO year, no blockage, current cl imate 3.42 3.41 

2 SO year, medium blockage, current climate 3.SS 3.S6 ~~ 
3 SO yea r, significant blockage, cu rrent climate . 3.68 3.70 

"'Oj 4 100 year, no blockage current climate 3.78 3.79 

s 100 year, medium blockage current cl imate 3.98 4.01 

6 100 year, sign ificant blockage current climate 4.09 4.12 

7 SO year, no blockage, 16% increase in rainfall, 3.94 3.94 
0.7m sea level rise 

8 SO year, medium blockage, 16% increase in 4.08* 4.10* 
rainfa ll, 0.7m sea level rise 

9 SO year, significant blockage, 16% increase in 4.17 4.19 
rainfa ll, 0.7m sea level rise 

10 100 year, no blockage, 16% increase in 4.lS 4.lS 
rainfa ll, 0.7m sea level rise 

11 100 year, medium blockage, 16% increase in 4.2S 4.27 
rainfal l, 0.7m sea level rise 

12 100 year, significant blockage, 16% increase 4.33 4.3S 
in rainfall, 0.7m sea level rise 

13 100 year, no blockage, 16% increase in 4.21 4.21 
rainfal l, lm sea level rise 

14 100 year, medium blockage, 16% increase in 4.30 4.32 
rainfal l, lm sea level rise 

lS 100 year, significant blockage, 16% increase 4.37 4.39 
in rainfall, lm sea level rise 

*estimated due to error in running model (can be confirmed in early July 2018) 

Detailed flood depth maps have also been produced for each of the scenarios in the table above and are 

included as an attachment at the end of this document for refere nce. 

RECOMMENDED BUILDI NG LEVEL - IL3 BUI LDING 

The NZ building code defines an IL3 bui lding as: 

"Buildings of a higher level of societal benefit or importance, or with higher levels of risk-significant factors 

to building occupants. These buildings have increased pe1formance requirements because they may house large 

numbers of people, vu lnerable populations, or occupants with other risk factors, or fulfil a ro le of increased importance 

to the local community or to society in general." 

Whilst there is no specific guidance available for appropriate floor levels for a bui lding level IL3 building, the 

general building code recommends that floor levels exceed a 1 in SO year event for a standard residential 

building. It seems reasonable to assume t hat an IL3 level building would be built to a higher standard 

consideri ng the increased level of importance. Taking guidance from the loadings code which generally increases 
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from a 1 in 50 year to 1 in 100 year loading for an IL3 building, it would seem appropriate to adopt similar 

standards for flood risk. 

Recent assessment for flood risk carried out by OPUS for the Greymouth health centre (Groves, 2015) which is 

an IL4 level building has recommended building above the 1 in 200 year flood level. 

We recommend designing to a minimum 1 in 100 year return period event. 

CLI M ATE CHANGE 

Whilst the building code does not specifically make requirements around designing for climate change 

allowances, considering the likely desired lifespan for an IL3 level building, we recommend designing for the 

predicted effects of climate change to the end of this century based on the mid-level MfE guidelines. 

RAINFALL 

The MfE guidance is constantly being updated with the most recent climate projections being published in June 

2016 for changes in rainfall (MfE, 2016). However, the most practical guidance for changes in peak rainfall 

intensity are contained in the earlier MfE guidance (MfE, 2008). This guidance document recommends allowing 

for an increase in peak rainfall intensity of 8% for every degree of climate warming. The different climate 

models give a range of temperature increases ranging from 0.7 degrees to 3.0 degrees Celcius by 2090. For this 

study we have taken an increase of 2 degrees Celcius as being a representative change as is common around NZ. 

We have therefore allowed for an increase in peak rainfall intensity of 16%. 

SEA LEVEL RISE 

The most recent guidance published by MfE was in December 2017 in relation to sea level rise (MfE, 2017). This 

guidance document is largely an interpretation of t he latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 

findings. The document recommends considering a range of sea level rise scenarios based on four separate 

representative concentration pathway (RCP) scenarios which are RCP2.6 M, RCP 4.5 M, RCP8.5 M and RCP8.5 H 

The document stresses the following: 

"a quantitative likelihood (or probability of occurrence) cannot be assigned to any particular scenario and, 
therefore, quantifying an overall likelihood distribution for sea-level rise by 2100 or 2120 is not possible (except 
that it will exhibit a skewed-tail distribution due to the behaviour of polar ice sheets, see figure 28). Therefore, 

the three scenarios based on the median sea-level rise projections (M) projections, along with an upper-range 

scenario, should be used in adaptation planning assessments. It will be challenging, however, to achieve the 

lowest RCP2.6 M scenario as described earlier, because of the rapid and large reductions in emissions required 

globally. 

This modelling which is referenced for this study was carried out prior to this latest MfE guidance being released 

on sea level rise, however comparing the modelled sea levels with timeframes outlined for each RCP is 

summarise in Table 2 below. 
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Table 2 - Summary of design timelines for 0.7m and lm sea level ri se scenarios 

SLR (metres) Year achieved Year achieved Year achieved Year achieved 
for RCPB.5 H+ forRCPB.5 forRCP4.5 for RCP2.6 
(83%ile} (median) (median) (median) 

0.7 2075 2090 2125 2155 
1.0 2100 2115 2170 >2200 

Based on the uncertainty in these figures we recommend design ing for a sea level rise of lm which will give a 

design span to at least 2100 based on the figures presented in Table 2 above. Based on the peak water levels 

presented in Table 1, this wi ll only increase floor levels by approximately 0.05m in relation to the 0.7m rise 

scenario. 

FREEBOARD 

In addition to the base design flood level, the NZ building code (MBIE, 2017) requires a freeboard to be applied 

to allow for modelling uncertainty as well as other phenomena which can not be incorporated into a numerical 

model. 

The level of the floor shall be set at the height of the secondary flow plus an allowance for freeboard. The 

freeboard shall be: 

• 500 mm where surface water ponds to a depth of 100 mm or more and extends from the building to a 

road or car park, other than a car park for a single dwelling. 

• 150 mm for all other cases. 

In this case the building code requires a freeboard of 500mm (0.5m) to be added to the results. 

BLOCKAG E 

Based on our analysis of historical flood behaviour, we consider it likely that the medium blockage scenario is 

the most representative of the likely flood behaviour. For this site, we consider it fair to assume that increased 

blockage scenarios can are already incorporated in the freeboard allowance. 

RECOMMENDATION FOR FLOOR LEVEL 

Based on our analysis in t he previous section, we recommend that minimum floor levels for an IL3 build ing are 

based on the peak water levels presented in scenario 14 (100 year return period event, medium blockage 

scenario and a 16% increase in rainfall and lm sea level rise) plus a minimum freeboard of 0.5m. Design levels 

are presented in Table 3 below. 

Table 3 - Summary of minimum recommended floor levels 

Location 

Existing Hospital Site 

Pakington Street Site 

Minimum Floor Level (m) 

4.80 

4.82 
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GUIDANCE ON APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF FLOOD RISK MITIGATION {FLOOR LEVEL FREEBOARD AND 

LEVEL OF PROTECTION) FOR BOTH SITES 

If development is to go ahead on either of the sites, it would be recommended to raise the ground level of the 

entire site to at least the design flood level and then to raise the floor level of the building above the freeboard 

level. 

Whilst it may be physica lly possible to protect the site with some form of concrete wall, with a flood barrjer 

which can be closed at the entrance to the street rather than raising the ground; in this case considering the 

significant depths of flooding, the consequence of any wall overtopping or failing during a flood would be 

significant. We therefore do not recommend this approach for this site. 

In order to determine the impacts on flooding if the site was to be raised, the model has been rerun with the 

ground raised above the design flood level and it was found that there would be minimal impact on the 

surrounding flood levels, with the greatest increase in flood height being 0.03m {3cm) in the vicinity of the site. 

The effects of raising the existing hospital site are presented in Figure 5 below and for the Pakington St site in 

Figure 6. 

D Ex1st1ng Hosprtal Srte 

Change in Peak Flood Depth 

D<1cm 

D 1to2cm 

D 2 to3cm 

Figure 5 - Effects of raising the land at the existing hospital site above the flood level on peak flood level for 

scenario 14 (100 year, medium blockage, 16% increase in rainfall, lm sea level rise) 
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Legend 

D Pak111gton St Site 

Change in Peak Flood Depth 

LJ<1cm 

LJ 1 to2cm 

LJ 2to3cm 

- 3 to 4cm 

Figure 6 - Effects of raising the land at the Pakington St Site above the flood level on peak flood level for 

scenario 14 (100 year, medium blockage, 16% increase in rainfall, lm sea level rise) 

CONSIDERATION/RECOMMENDATIONS OF WHAT FLOOD LEVEL MEANS (ON BOTH SITES) IN TERMS 

OF BUILDING AND INF RASTRUCTURE DESIGN 

To mitigate the significant flood depths on site, it wil l be necessary to raise the ground by at least 1.0 to 1.3 m on 
average above typical ground levels for t he existing hospital site, with floor levels being at least O.Sm above 
ground in this scenario. If floor levels were to be at ground level then the ground would need to be raised by up 
to 1.8m. 

As the ground level of the Pakington Street site is approximately O.Sm lower than the hospital site, then ground 
levels will need to be raised by a further O.Sm on average. More detailed flood depths are presented in plan 
form and attached to t his document. 

Consideration may also need to be given to the practicalities for vehicle access and appropriate ground levels for 
carparking. 

RE LATIVE COMPARISON IN FLOOD RISK BETWEEN THE BULLER IFH C SITE AND TH E BOI LER HOUSE 

SITE, W ITH LI KE FOR LIKE IMPERMEABLE/PERMEABLE SURFACES. 

Inspection of the terrain shows that the existing Hospita l site is approximately O.Sm higher than the Pakington 
Street site, this is also evidenced by lower flood depths in all of t he flood depth maps (See Appendix). The 
smallest event which has been modelled to date is a 50 year event which shows both sites being inundated, 
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however it is likely that in smaller return period events, this site would remain flood free when the boiler site is 
inundated allowing easier day to day operation of the site in smaller flood events. 

Flood hazard maps have been created for the 50 year scenario based on the current climate, and for the 100 
year return period event including the effects of climate change with lm sea level rise. Both maps show that the 
existing Hospital site has the lowest hazard categorisation of the two potential sites, however both sites do show 
significant hazard particularly in the 100 year event including climate change, and also for the surrounding 
streets even in the 50 year, current climate scenario. 

Hazard Categories have been presented based on the latest guidelines from the Australian Rainfall and Runoff 
Guidelines (Cox, 2016) and are based on a combination of speed and velocity. The hazard categories are 
described in Table 4 below. 

Hl 

H2 

H3 

H4 

HS 

H6 

Hazard Vulnerability 

Classification 

Table 4 - Summary of Hazard Classifications 

Description 

Generally safe for vehicles, people and buildings. 

Unsafe for small vehicles. 

Unsafe for vehicles, children and the elderly. 

Unsafe for vehicles and people. 

Unsafe for vehicles and people. All buildings vulnerable to structural damage. 

Some less robust buildings subject to failure. 

Unsafe for vehicles and people. All building types considered vulnerable to 

failure. 

The conclusion which can be drawn from the hazard maps present ed in the following pages is that the existing 

hospital site has the lowest hazard rating w ith a large part of the section falling into the Hl category for the 50 

year flood event based on the current climate with the surrounding streets in t he H3 category (ie Unsafe for 

vehicles, chi ldren and the elderly.) However, for the 100 year event incorporating the effects of climate change 

it can be seen that the hazard rating increase from Hl to H3 (i .e. unsafe for vehicles, children and the elderly), 

wi th the surrounding st reets in t he H4 category, meaning that eva cuation would be impossible during the peak 

of the flood. 

If the site was raised locally by earthworks, the buildings and carparks etc could be removed from the flood 

hazard area, however it is important to keep in mind that access to the site would be severally impaired during a 

flood event. Based on the design storm profi le, it is possible that water levels may remain elevated for a period 

of at least 12 hours. This would need to be taken into consideration around the operating procedures for any 

health facility. 
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CONCLUS IO NS 

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study 

• Both the potential development sites are subject to significant flood risk for a range of return period 

events. 

• It would be possible to raise the land local ly to prevent flooding on sit e with only minor effects on 

neighbouring properties with the existing hospital site needing the least amount of site raising. 

• Evacuation is unlikely to be feasible during a major flood event with roads being impassable even in 

vehicles. 

• The existing hospital site has the lower flood risk out of the two sites and would be the preferred 

development location of the two sites. 

If further development sites are to be investigated, it is highly recommended that land outside of the modelled 

flood risk areas are considered for development. If evacuation is to be taken into consideration in selecting a 

site location, then it would be most prudent to choose a site on either side of t he Buller or Orowaiti Rivers, so 

that evacuation is not limited by the accessibility of these structures. 

I trust this memo meets your requirements, if you have any questions or require any clarification on the 

contents of this memo please don't hesitate to get in touch . 

Kind regards, 

Matthew Gardner 

Director, Land River Sea Consulting Ltd 

CMEngNZ CPEng 
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ATTACHMENTS 

Flood Depth Maps - Scenarios 1 to 15 as described in Table 1 
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